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sion dispatchAbstract The short-term combined economic emission hydrothermal scheduling is a bi-objective
problem minimizing both fuel cost and emission of a hydrothermal system while satisfying thermal,
hydro and system constraints. In this paper, an efficient cuckoo bird-inspired meta-heuristic algo-
rithm (CBIA) is first successfully applied for solving the bi-objective hydrothermal scheduling prob-
lem with nonlinear objectives and constraints. For implementation of the CBIA to the problem, the
bi-objective problem is converted into single objective optimization by using the price penalty fac-
tor. The performance of the CBIA has been verified on two test systems with nonconvex fuel cost
function of thermal units and a cascaded-reservoir system. The result comparisons between the pro-
posed CBIA with other methods have shown that the CBIA is more efficient than many other meth-
ods. Therefore, the proposed CBIA can be a very powerful method for the bi-objective
hydrothermal scheduling problems with cascaded reservoir system.
 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The short term hydrothermal scheduling (HTS) problem can
be classified into two types including fixed-head andvariable-head short-term hydrothermal scheduling problems
where the former considers the water head of the reservoir as
a constant while the water head is a variable in the latter.
Despite the different manner, the main objective of the
short-term problem is to determine power generation among
the available thermal and hydro power plants so that the total
fuel cost of thermal units is minimized over a scheduled hori-
zon time of a single day or a week satisfying both hydraulic
and electrical operational constraints such as power balance,
the quantity of available water and limits on generation [1].
However, the thermal power generating stations are the main
sources of carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), andemission
Nomenclature
asi, bsi, csi, gsi, dsi Emission coefficients of thermal unit i
asi, bsi, csi, esi, fsi fuel cost coefficients of thermal plant i
C1hj, C2hj, C3hj coefficients of hydropower plant j
C4hj, C5hj, C6hj coefficients of the hydropower plant j
d index of nest
F1 fuel cost objective
F2 Emission objective
G current iteration
Gmax maximum number of iterations
Ij,m, Sj,m water inflow, spillage discharge rate of hydro-
power plant j within interval m
Kh penalty factor for all hydro units
KQ penalty factor for water discharge at the subinter-
val M
Ks penalty factor for the slack thermal unit
KV penalty factor for reservoir volume over the first
M  1 subintervals
M number of scheduled sub-intervals
N1 number of thermal units
N2 number of hydro units
NP number of nests
Nu set of up-stream units directly above hydro-plant j
pa probability of alien egg to be abandoned
PD,m load demand at subinterval m
Phj,m power output of hydro plant j at subinterval m
Phj,max, Phj,min maximum, minimum power output of
hydropower plant j
PL,m transmission loss at subinterval m
PRm price penalty factor during subinterval m
Psi,m power output of thermal unit i at subinterval m
Psi,max, Psi,min maximum and minimum power output of
thermal plant i
Qj,m water discharge of hydro plant j at subinterval m
Qj,min, Qj,max lower and upper limits of water discharge of
hydro plant j
rand random number within the range of [0,1]
tm duration of subinterval m
Vj,end volume of reservoir j at the end of the scheduled
horizon
Vj,initial volume of reservoir j at the beginning of the opti-
mal horizon
Vj,m volume of reservoir j at subinterval m
Vj,min, Vj,max lower and upper limits of volume of reservoir
j
w1 weight factor associate with fuel cost objective
w2 weight factor associate with emission objective
Xbest, Xd best egg and egg d among the number of eggs
Xddis new solution generated via the discovery action of
alien eggs
Xr1, Xr2 random perturbation for positions of the nests in
Xd
a positive updated step size
si,j water delay time between reservoir j and its up-
stream i at subinterval m
2 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. Vonitrogen oxides (NOx) which cause the atmospheric pollution
[2]. Moreover, the energy efficiency and the amount of emis-
sion released into the air from thermal power plants have a
mutual relation that means if the efficiency is improved the
produced pollution emissions will be also decreased. There-
fore, the short-term HTS problem can be extended to minimize
the gaseous emission as a result of the recent environmental
requirements in addition to the minimization of the fuel cost
of thermal power plants, forming the short-term combined
economic emission hydrothermal scheduling problem [3].
In the past decades, several artificial intelligence algorithms
such as genetic algorithm (GA) [4], two-phase neural network
[5], evolutionary programming technique (EP) [6], particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [7], clonal selection algorithm [8],
and differential evolution [9] have been widely and successfully
applied for solving the single-objective variable-head short-
term HTS problem where a cascaded-reservoir system and
only cost objective are taken into consideration. Among the
methods, GA is regarded as the less efficient method due to
obtaining the higher total cost, longer simulation time and
higher constraints violation than other methods. In recent
years, many meta-heuristic algorithms have been implemented
to solve the multi-objective variable-head short-term HTS
problem such as evolutionary programming based interactive
fuzzy satisfying (EP-IFS) method [10], differential evolution
(DE) [11–12], improved quantum-behaved particle swarm
optimization (IQPSO) [13], multi-objective differential
evolution (MODE) [14], non-dominated sorting geneticPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [14], improved quantum-behaved
particle swarm optimization (IQPSO) [15], quadratic approxi-
mation based differential evolution with valuable trade off
(QADEVT) approach [16], particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[17], non-dominated sorting gravitational search algorithm
with chaotic mutation (NSGSA-CM) [18], multi-objective
artificial bee colony algorithm (MOABCA) [19], improved
multi-objective gravitational search algorithm (IMOGSA)
[20], and surrogate differential evolution (SDE) [21].
Among the mentioned methods, EP-IFS [10] was the first
method applied for solving the short-term combined economic
emission hydrothermal scheduling problem and the results
obtained by this method in terms of total cost, emission and
computational time are worse than those from the other meth-
ods. In the EP-IFS method, the bi-objective HTS problem is
simplified by converting into a single-objective problem using
two weight factors to obtain a set of non-dominated solutions
and the interactive fuzzy satisfying method is then employed to
determine the best compromise from the non-dominated solu-
tions. DE is a population-based direct search algorithm for
obtaining optimal solution when applied to a complicated sys-
tem with non-differentiable, non-linear and multi-modal objec-
tive functions [22]; however, the DE cannot obtain the best
solution as applied to the bi-objective short-term hydrothermal
scheduling. Therefore, several modifications performed on the
conventional DE by handling reservoir end volume constraint
have been presented in [11] and the version of DE has obtained
better solution quality than the conventional DE. MODE andinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 3NSGA-II in [14] have also determined the set of non-
dominated solutions and then another technique has been
employed to obtain the best compromise solution. On the con-
trary, the studies in [11–12,15–17] have converted the bi-
objective HTS problem into a single objective problem by
using a price penalty factor and only the price penalty factor
needs to be selected in case of finding the best compromise
solution instead of determining a set of non-dominated solu-
tions like studies [10,14]. The NSGSA-CMmethod has become
an efficient optimization algorithm by employing particle
memory character and population social information to
update new velocity and using chaotic mutation to avoid the
premature convergence. However, the obtained result compar-
ison has not pointed out the fast convergence and high poten-
tial of the method because there is no execution time
comparison reported and only few methods have been
included in the comparison. In MOABC, the conventional
artificial bee colony algorithm has been improved by modify-
ing the selection operator, and employed bee phase and prob-
ability calculation of onlooker bee phase. By using the
modification, the MOABC method can deal with multi-
objective optimization problem and reduce the possibility of
getting the local optimal solution. Despite the advantages,
the method also has to apply the fuzzy-based mechanism for
determining the best compromise solution similar to other
methods and the robustness of the method has not been
demonstrated as analyzing the result comparison. Although
the IMOGSA method has been pointed out superior to other
methods such as NSGA-II and MODE in terms of solution
quality, the method can fall into premature convergence and
local optimal solution if the selection of control parameters
is not carried out meticulously. Furthermore, the method is
comprised of many control parameters that have high impact
on the obtained results. By combining a novel master–slave
model optimization algorithm and a parallel self-adaptive dif-
ferential evolution algorithm, the SDE method [21] can tackle
disadvantage that conventional DE must suffer such as local
optimal solution. However, the SDE method still has the same
characteristic as the conventional DE such as difficulty for
selection of control parameters.
Inspired from the intelligent reproduction behavior of
cuckoo birds, Yang and Deb have developed a cuckoo bird-
inspired algorithm which has several advantages over PSO
and GA for benchmark functions such as better solution qual-
ity, success rate, and few easily selected control parameters
[23]. The CBIA, one of the most modern meta-heuristic algo-
rithms, has been widely and successfully applied to various
optimization problems in power systems such as economic
load dispatch [24], hydrothermal scheduling [25,26] and distri-
bution network reconfiguration [27]. In these studies, CBIA
method has shown its high effectiveness and robustness since
it obtained better solution quality and faster convergence espe-
cially when applied to problems with nonconvex objective
function of thermal units.
This paper presents an application of the CBIA to solve the
short-term combined economic emission HTS problem consid-
ering nonconvex fuel cost function of thermal units and
cascaded-reservoirs. The results in terms of total cost and emis-
sion obtained from the proposed CBIA for test systems have
been analyzed and compared with those from other reported
methods available in the literature.Please cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
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The short-term HTS problem considering both fuel cost and
emission objectives is formulated as a bi-objective optimization
problem with nonlinear objective functions and nonlinear
hydraulic constraints. Since the fuel cost and polluted emission
of hydropower plans are considered, the problem is to deter-
mine power output of thermal units and hydro units so that
the total fuel cost and emission of thermal units are minimized.
In this section, the mathematical formulation of the bi-
objective short-term variable-head HTS problem is mathemat-
ically formulated as follows.
2.1. Fuel cost objective
The most simplified fuel cost function F1(Psi) for thermal unit i
loaded with Psi MW is approximated by a quadratic function.
However, it is more practical to consider valve point loading
effects on the fuel cost function of thermal units where the fuel
cost curve of thermal units contains higher order of nonlinear-
ity and discontinuity. Therefore, the fuel cost function can be
accurately modeled in terms of real power output as a non-
smooth cost function as follows [14]:
F1¼
XM
m¼1
XN1
i¼1
tm asiþbsiPsi;mþcsiP2si;mþ esi sinðfsiðPminsi Psi;mÞÞ
 n o
ð1Þ
2.2. Emission objective
In the classical HTS problem, the fuel cost of thermal units is
usually the main objective since the emission released into the
air from thermal units is neglected. However, the amount of
emission from the fossil fuel fired thermal plants is a major
cause increasing the earth temperature and environment pollu-
tion level. Therefore, the emission produced by thermal units is
included and also expressed in the form of a quadratic and
exponential function as follows [28]:
F2 ¼
XM
m¼1
XN1
i¼1
tm asi þ bsiPsi;m þ csiP2si;m þ gsi expðdsiPsi;mÞ
h i
ð2Þ2.3. Combined economic and emission objective
The economic dispatch and emission dispatch are optimization
problems where the emission objective is neglected in the eco-
nomic dispatch problem and the fuel cost objective is not con-
sidered in the emission dispatch problem. However, there is a
conflict between the two objectives. It means that as the fuel
cost is minimized, the emission could increase and vice versa.
Therefore, the compromise solution for the bi-objective prob-
lem needs to be determined. There have been two methods to
be employed for dealing with the issue so far including a fuzzy
based mechanism [3,10,14] and the price penalty factor based
method [11–12,15–17]. In this paper, the bi-objective optimiza-
tion problem is converted to a single objective one using a price
penalty factor based method as follows:
Minimize Objective ¼ w1  F1ðPs;imÞ þ w2  PRm  F2ðPs;imÞ
ð3Þinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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4 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. VoThere are three dispatch cases including economic dispatch
(w1 = 1, w2 = 0), emission dispatch (w1 = 0, w2 = 1/PRm)
and combined economic and emission dispatch (w1 = 1,
w2 = 1). The following steps are applied to determine the price
penalty factor PRm for a particular load over optimal interval
[29]:
Step 1: Calculate the average fuel cost for each MW of each
thermal unit at full generation at each subinterval m.
Step 2: Calculate the average emission for each MW of each
thermal unit at full generation at each subinterval m.
Step 3: Calculate the ratio of the average cost to average
emission for each thermal unit and thus PRim is obtained by
PRim ¼ F1ðPsi;maxÞ=Psi;max
F2ðPsi;maxÞ=Psi;max ð$=lbÞ ð4Þ
Step 4: Arrange the price penalty factor in ascending value
order.
Step 5: Sum the maximum capacity of each unit (Psi,max)
beginning from the full generation of thermal unit with
the lowest value of the factor until the sum is equal or
higher than the load demand.
Step 6: At this stage, the price penalty factor PRim associ-
ated with the final unit in the process is chosen as the price
penalty factor for the subinterval m.
The values of the factor obtained in [29] have shown that
PRm depends on the load demand at subinterval m and note
that there is only one value of the factor for each optimal
subinterval.
2.4. Problem constraints
The objective function (3) above must be minimized subject to
many following constraints.
2.4.1. Load demand
The total power generation from thermal and hydro units must
satisfy the load demand plus power losses in transmission lines.
XN1
i¼1
Psi;m þ
XN2
j¼1
Phj;m  PL;m  PD;m ¼ 0 ð5Þ
where Phj,m is determined based on the function of water dis-
charge and reservoir volume as follows:
Phj;m ¼ C1hjðVj;mÞ2 þ C2hjðQj;mÞ2 þ C3hjQj;mVj;m þ C4hjVj;m
þ C5hjQj;m þ C6hj ð6Þ2.4.2. Hydraulic continuity
The hydraulic continuity condition is determined by
Vj;m1Vj;mþ Ij;mQj;mSj;mþ
XNu
i¼1
XM
m¼1
ðQi;msi;j þSi;msi;jÞ¼ 0
ð7Þ2.4.3. Initial and final reservoir storage
The initial and final volumes of the reservoirs are given as
follows:
Vj;0 ¼ Vj;initial; Vj;M ¼ Vj;End ð8ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
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The reservoir storage and water discharge are limited by their
upper and lower boundaries as follows:
Vj;min 6 Vj;m 6 Vj;max; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N2; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M ð9Þ
Qj;min 6 Qj;m 6 Qj;max; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N2; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M
ð10Þ2.4.5. Generator operating limits
The power outputs of thermal and hydro units are limited by
their upper and lower boundaries by
Psi;min 6 Psi;m 6 Psi;max; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N1; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M
ð11Þ
Phj;min 6 Phj;m 6 Phj;max; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N2; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M
ð12Þ3. Cuckoo bird-inspired algorithm for the problem
3.1. Cuckoo bird-inspired algorithm
Cuckoo bird is one of brood parasite species as it does not
build its own nest and a female cuckoo will lay her own eggs
to other host bird nests. The cuckoo is very intelligent to
choose the nest of other species whose eggs have the same
color as its eggs dumped in. This action allows the cuckoo to
trick the host birds since the host birds may not identify alien
eggs in their own nests. On the other hand, before laying their
eggs into other nests, the cuckoos carefully observe the routine
and the behavior of the other species to select the species who
have longer time of hatching than them so that cuckoo chicks
can be hatched before the host bird’s babies are done. Cuckoo
chicks are very aggressive toward the host chicks; thus, the first
instinct action that cuckoo chicks will do is to propel the host
eggs out of the nest to increase the food that host bird provides
the cuckoo chicks [23]. However, not every host bird is totally
tricked and about 20% of cuckoo eggs will be recognized as
alien eggs and the host birds are either thrown them out of
the nests or forsaken together with the nests. In this case, the
host bird will choose another place to build a completely
new nest.
The cuckoo’s behavior above in the real life has inspired
Yang and Deb to develop a cuckoo bird-inspired algorithm.
The algorithm is mainly based on the three idealized rules as
follows [23]:
 Rule 1: Each cuckoo lays eggs and puts each egg (each egg
corresponding to a solution) in a random nest of other
species.
 Rule 2: The best nest containing the highest quality of
cuckoo egg will be carried over to the next generation.
 Rule 3: There is a probability that a fraction of the initial
cuckoo eggs in the chosen host nests will be discovered as
alien eggs by the host bird. The probability of the discovery
is in the range from 0 to 1. In this case, the host bird either
propels the alien eggs out of its nest or forsakes both theinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Select number of nests NP, probability 
Pa, and maximum iterations Gmax
Randomize a number of nests NP
Calculate water discharge, reservoir volume, 
and slack thermal and hydro units 
- Generate new solution via Lévy flights 
- Check for limit violations and repairing.  
- Calculate water discharge, reservoir volume, and slack 
thermal and hydro units. 
- Calculate fitness function 
Evaluate fitness function and set G=1
An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 5eggs and its nest to build a new one elsewhere. For the sake
of simplicity, it is supposed that a fraction pa of the number
of nests is replaced by new nests in this rule.
The CBIA method is developed based on the three main
rules with the three corresponding important stages as follows:
 Initialization: There is a population of Np host nests gener-
ated by using rule 1.
 The first new solution generation: This stage is to generate
new eggs via Le´vy Flights corresponding to rule 2.
 The second new solution generation: This stage is also used
for generating new eggs via the action of discovery of alien
eggs corresponding to rule 3.
Based on the three main rules summarized above, the
pseudo code of the CBIA was presented in the study [23].- Compare new and old solutions to keep better ones 
- Discover alien egg and randomize 
- Check for limit violations and repairing.
- Calculate water discharge, reservoir volume, and slack 
thermal and hydro units. 
- Calculate fitness function 
- Compare new and old solutions to keep better ones 
- Choose the best solution with the lowest fitness function 
G<Gmax? 
Get the best solution 
and stop algorithm 
G=G+1
No 
Yes 
Figure 1 The flowchart of CBIA for solving the short-term
combined economic emission hydrothermal scheduling problem.3.2. Calculate slack water discharge and slack power output of
thermal unit
In the CBIA, all variables are first determined excluding slack
ones which are used to exactly guarantee the power balance
constraint (5) and hydraulic continuity constraint (7) satisfied.
In this study, the slack variables consisting of the water dis-
charge of jth reservoir at subinterval M, Qj,M,d and the power
output of thermal unit 1 at subinterval m, Ps1,m are obtained as
follows:
Qj;M;d ¼ Vj;0  Vj;M þ
XM
m¼1
Ij;m 
XM1
m¼1
Qj;m 
XM
m¼1
Sj;m
þ
XNu
i¼1
XM
m¼1
ðQi;msi;j þ Si;msi;jÞ ¼ 0 ð13Þ
Ps1;m ¼ PD;m þ PL;m 
XN1
i¼2
Psi;m 
XN2
j¼1
Phj;m ð14ÞTable 1 The results obtained for Case 1 of test system 1.
pa Min cost
($)
Avg. cost
($)
Max cost
($)
Std. dev.
($)
Avg. CPU
(s)
0.1 42,528.59 44,973.76 46,371.89 943.67 96.7
0.2 41,672.16 43,710.50 45,800.02 1075.76 97.5
0.3 41,475.74 43,023.10 45,600.13 945.11 98.8
0.4 41,840.11 42,936.28 44,563.48 671.28 92.6
0.5 41,223.46 42,827.30 45,101.07 661.68 94.4
0.6 41,780.89 42,974.18 44,689.71 578.65 95.1
0.7 41,969.76 43,113.58 44,827.05 647.33 97.7
0.8 41,770.26 42,945.50 44,217.00 532.37 98.6
0.9 41,688.42 43,182.07 44,712.98 670.48 99.23.3. Implementation of cuckoo bird-inspired algorithm
Based on the three rules in Section 3.1, the standard CBIA for
solving the bi-objective short-term hydrothermal scheduling
problem is represented as follows.
3.3.1. Initialization
Similar to other meta-heuristic algorithms, each cuckoo nest in
Np nests is represented by a vector Xd = [Psi,m,d,Qj,m,d]
(d= 1, . . .,Np). Certainly, the upper and lower limits of each
nest are respectively Xd,min = [Psi,min,Qj,min] and Xd,max =
[Psi,max,Qj,max]. Consequently, each nest Xd is randomly initial-
ized within the limits Psi,min 6 Psi,m,d 6 Psi,max (i = 2, . . .,N1;
m = 1, . . .,M) and Qj,min 6 Qj,m,d 6 Qj,max (j = 1, . . .,N2;
m= 1, . . .,M  1).Using (7), the reservoir volume at mth
subinterval is obtained by
Vj;m ¼ Vj;m1 þ Ij;m Qj;m  Sj;m þ
XNu
i¼1
ðQj;msi;j þ Si;msi;jÞ ð15ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2The water discharge Qj,M,d is obtained by (13) and hydro
generations can be calculated using (6). The slack thermal unit
is obtained using (14).Based on the initial population of nests,
the fitness function to be minimized corresponding to each nest
for the considered problem is calculated byinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Figure 2 The fuel cost convergence characteristic for test system 1.
Table 2 The results obtained for Case 2 of test system 1.
pa Min
emission
(lb)
Avg.
emission
(lb)
Max
emission
(lb)
Std. dev.
emission (lb)
Avg.
CPU
(s)
0.1 16,598.02 16,942.46 17,326.38 173.2471 96.5
0.2 16,546.74 16,779.97 17,093.94 119.2185 99.4
0.3 16,330.8 16,625.11 17,052.86 138.4487 97.5
0.4 16,321.97 16,706.95 17,106.9 161.2283 97.8
0.5 16,400.64 16,634.99 16,963.88 129.3935 99.1
0.6 16,302.9 16,635.6 17,150.03 130.5262 95.7
0.7 16,383.29 16,620.28 16,898.68 123.3216 97.9
0.8 16,334.01 16,623.35 16,890.75 150.428 98.6
0.9 16,376.93 16,640.33 17,082.22 164.8684 96.5
6 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. VoFTd ¼
XM
m¼1
XN1
i¼1
fw1F1ðPs;imÞþw2PRmF2ðPs;imÞg
 
þKs
XM
m¼1
Ps1;m;dPlims1
 2þKVXN2
j¼1
XM1
m¼1
Vj;m;dVlimj
 2
þKQ
XN2
j¼1
Qj;M;dQlimj
 2 
þKh
XN2
j¼1
XM
m¼1
Phj;m;dPlimhj
 2! ð16Þ
The limits of variables in (16) are obtained as follows:
Plims1 ¼
Ps1;max if Ps1;m;d > Ps1;max
Ps1;min if Ps1;m;d < Ps1;min; m ¼ 1; . . . ;M
Ps1;m;d otherwise
8><
>: ð17Þ
Vlimj ¼
Vj;max if Vj;m;d > Vj;max
Vj;min if Vj;m;d < Vj;min; j ¼ 1; . . . ;N2;
Vj;m;d otherwise m ¼ 1; . . . ;M 1
8><
>: ð18ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2Qlimj ¼
Qj;max if Qj;M;d > Qj;max
Qj;min if Qj;M;d < Qj;min; j ¼ 1; . . . ;N2
Qj;M;d otherwise
8><
>: ð19Þ
Plimhj ¼
Phj;max if Phj;m;d > Phj;max
Phj;min if Phj;m;d < Phj;min; j ¼ 1; . . . ;N2;
Phj;m;d otherwise m ¼ 1; . . . ;M
8><
>: ð20Þ3.3.2. Generation of new solution via Le´vy Flights
In this section, the generation of new solutions using Le´vy
Flights is described. The new solutions generated via Le´vy
flights are obtained as follows [25]:
Xnewd ¼ Xd þ a  ðXbest  XdÞ v
rxðbÞ
ryðbÞ
 
ð21Þ
The value of a has a significant influence on the final solu-
tion because it will lead to different new solutions as it is set to
different values. If this parameter is set to a high value, there
will be a huge difference between the old and new solutions
and the optimal solution is either obtained fast or omitted or
outside the feasible zone. On the contrary, if the value is set
to small the location for the new solution is very close to the
previous one and the optimal search strategy is also not effec-
tive due to long computational time.
There are no criteria to make sure that the newly generated
solutions from (21) can satisfy their limits. Therefore, in case
of violation of the limits they will be redefined as follows:
Xnewd ¼
Xd;max if X
new
d > Xd;max
Xd;min if X
new
d < Xd;min
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Figure 3 The Emission convergence characteristic for test system 1.
Table 3 The results obtained for Case 3 of test system 1.
Solution Fuel cost ($) Emission (lb) pa CPU time (s)
1 42,989.9 17,310.9 0.5 98.5
2 43,258.3 18,311.3360 0.6 97.6
3 43,138.0877 18,481.0289 0.6 99.3
4 43,164.8750 17,723.3174 0.6 98.7
5 43,411.7861 17,922.1278 0.6 98.9
6 43,177.2330 17,627.8268 0.5 100.5
7 43,386.2014 17,908.3108 0.4 96.7
8 43,876.4942 17,591.8733 0.4 98.8
9 43,976.5840 17,448.3677 0.3 99.8
10 43,389.7103 17,539.9461 0.6 101.5
An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 73.3.3. Replacement of a fraction of eggs
In this section, the second phase of new solution generation is
to improve the quality of the previously obtained solutions.
This mechanism differs from other meta-heuristic methods to
obtain better solution and faster computational time. In the
cuckoo bird’s behavior, there is a possibility that an alien
egg may be identified by the host bird and either the egg can
be thrown out of the nest or the nest is forsaken together with
the egg by the host bird. Like the Le´vy flights, the action ofTable 4 Comparison of results obtained by the proposed CBIA an
Method Economic dispatch Emission dispatch
Cost ($) CPU (s) Emission (lb)
EP-IFS [10] 45,063 – 16,554
DE [12] 43,500 72.957 18,257
IQPSO [13] – – –
QPSO-DM [15] 41,682 – 17,478.00
QADEVT [16] 42,587 – 17,535.00
PSO [17] 42,474 123.52 16,928
CBIA 41,223 94 16,303
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also generate new solutions for an optimization problem.
The new solutions are created by
Xdisd ¼
Xd þ randðXr1  Xr2Þ if rand < pa
Xd otherwise
	
ð23Þ
The newly obtained solutions also need to be redefined
using (22) in case they violate upper and lower limits.
3.3.4. Stopping criteria
The above algorithm is stopped when the maximum number of
iterations is reached.
3.4. Overall procedure
The overall procedure of the proposed CBIA for solving the
short-term combined economic emission hydrothermal
scheduling problem is described in the flowchart in Fig. 1.
4. Numerical results
In this paper, the performance of the proposed CBIA is tested
on two hydrothermal systems. The proposed CBIA is coded ind other methods for system 1.
Combined economic and emission dispatch
CPU (s) Cost ($) Emission (lb) CPU (s)
– 47,906 26,324 4582
72.735 44,914 19,615 74.968
– 44,259 18,229 –
– 43,168 17,912.00 –
– 43,395 18,324 –
124.66 43,280 17,899 132.45
96 42,990 17,311 98
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Table 5 Comparison of results obtained by the proposed CBIA and other methods for test system 2.
Method Economic dispatch Emission dispatch CEE dispatch
Cost ($) CPU (s) Emission (ton) CPU (s) Cost ($) Emission (ton) CPU (s)
RCGA [14] 112,940 3156.5 11.6256 3261.4 – –
NSGA-II [14] – – – – 127,200 18.9605 4301.1
DE [14] 110,810 2554.1 11.4994 424.4 – – –
MODE [14] – – – – 126,820 17.7019 2957.2
CBIA 94,281.4 96 9.5300 97 102,057 13.3323 97
Table A1 Water discharge for economic dispatch for system
1.
Hour Q1
(104 m3)
Q2
(104 m3)
Q3
(104 m3)
Q4
(104 m3)
1 6.83091 7.90708891 27.85331902 8.54241
2 7.900949 8.93117965 24.81353709 9.503974
3 5.39645 6.19159881 29.99591017 7.267986
4 7.380289 7.71488868 23.08850265 8.478325
5 6.387836 8.51171736 22.51318996 11.1144
6 9.625025 7.03850857 16.76249487 8.435725
7 9.647185 7.1380338 15.96396347 15.2776
8 7.678547 7.31576981 17.50314586 11.33497
9 8.087998 8.77872498 14.9543956 16.65829
10 8.468418 6.59348235 16.36330732 16.34911
11 9.738896 8.69707846 13.57242353 15.44223
12 10.69839 9.46410373 14.10917751 16.88964
13 9.734945 7.74016554 16.48590915 17.57554
14 8.329126 9.46518853 14.40773831 17.22162
15 7.66415 8.82999437 14.70112597 16.31179
16 6.036131 6.42870103 15.60286261 15.52996
17 9.655922 12.0520046 15.24021807 17.74981
18 7.727345 9.54521809 14.49980587 18.78448
19 8.454633 7.67365763 12.72499796 13.70192
20 11.50702 10.8390773 16.92542712 18.72848
21 8.244085 9.78203331 14.04399218 14.72404
22 8.706251 10.3612886 17.04668476 18.81294
23 6.099031 6.94786794 19.90910821 13.59613
24 5.000475 8.05262795 13.75747247 16.8501
8 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. VoMatlab platform and run fifty independent trials for each value
of pa on a 1.8 GHz PC with 4 GB of RAM.
4.1. Experience in handling constraints and selection of control
parameters
The two important keys of CBIA to obtain good results when
applying the considered optimization problem are the way to
handle constraints such as power balance constraint, reservoir
constraints, and the water continuity constraints and the selec-
tion of its control parameters consisting of the number of
nests, the number of maximum iterations, and the fraction of
eggs to be abandoned. The constraint handling plays an
important role to obtain feasible solutions. A technique is used
to handle the constraints of the problem in the paper by using
slack variables consisting of the water discharge of jth reser-
voir at subintervalM (Qj,M,d) and the power output of thermal
unit 1 at subinterval m (Ps1,m). Consequently, only water dis-
charges at the first (M  1) subintervals and power output of
(N  1) thermal units at each subinterval are randomly gener-
ated in the initialization step. Moreover, the two slack vari-
ables are included in the fitness function to evaluate the
quality of each solution. In case that the two slack variables
are out of their limitations, there will be two penalty terms
included in the fitness function to evaluate the solution quality.
Therefore, the obtained solution with the violated slack vari-
ables will be penalized with higher value of the fitness function
and the optimal solution will be the one with the smallest value
of the fitness function satisfying all constraints and the limita-
tions of the two slack variables. Consequently, the obtained
solution by the proposed method is always a feasible one.
On the contrary, the control parameters including number
of nests, number of iterations and the number of abandoned
eggs mainly influence the solution quality and the execution
time for searching an optimal solution. Therefore, the task
of selection of the numbers is very important to the applied
algorithm. The two parameters among these ones having an
impact on each new solution generated from Le´vy flights and
replacement of a fraction of eggs are the number of nests Np
and the probability of an alien egg to be discovered pa whereas
the maximum number of iteration Gmax has an influence on the
final optimal solution. On the other hand, both number of
nests and maximum number of iterations have impacts on
quality of the optimal solution and execution time. The value
of pa will decide a fraction of variables in a solution to be
replaced by adding information from two other solutions. If
this value is high, many variables are replaced and only few
ones are newly changed in case of low value of pa. There is
no rule to determine whether the high or the low values are
effective for the control parameters but the trial runs withPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2pa from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1 are the best way. In fact,
as observed from obtained results of system 1 the best solution
for economic dispatch, emission dispatch and combined eco-
nomic emission dispatch of system 1 is obtained at pa = 0.5,
0.6 and 0.5, respectively while obtained results of system 2
indicate that the optimal values of pa for system 2 are 0.6 for
economic dispatch and 0.7 for two remaining dispatch cases.
Obviously, there is no criterion for the optimal selection of
the pa value. On the contrary, the optimal solution is also sen-
sitive to the value of both number of nests and maximum num-
ber of iterations. If the large number of nests is chosen, the
quantity of candidate solutions is plentiful and the best opti-
mal solution after each iteration will be normally better than
the case of lower number of nests. However, the computational
time for each iteration is also slower, leading time consuming.
This manner is due to the determination of the slack thermal
unit for each solution corresponding to each nest. Similarly,
the value of the maximum number of iterations has a direct
influence on the optimal solution and the computational time.
It is clear that the higher the maximum number of iterations is,
the better the optimal solution is and the more the timeinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Table A2 Hydro and thermal generations for economic dispatch for system 1.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 67.20407 61.44923 0 164.2496 102.672547 124.9052 229.5194
2 74.91413 67.2927 10.47226 169.7406 103.152298 124.9087 229.5194
3 54.99595 49.84954 0 136.2593 104.470416 124.9052 229.5196
4 72.80235 61.49099 6.0564 144.886 20.0061367 209.8159 134.9423
5 65.36049 66.94143 7.161814 163.1972 102.671457 124.9079 139.7598
6 86.18822 57.68117 32.2009 152.9383 102.674909 49.03697 319.2796
7 85.4894 58.30437 34.84187 237.4532 102.673467 111.9599 319.2778
8 73.57553 58.76822 30.63366 215.2675 102.664842 209.8113 319.2789
9 76.58179 67.19666 38.74867 275.7067 102.672711 209.8141 319.2794
10 79.45239 53.39014 36.56926 278.82 102.673078 209.8156 319.2796
11 87.20312 67.74892 41.72388 271.5556 102.673939 209.8152 319.2793
12 92.35484 71.99731 42.15103 284.0117 102.685701 147.7603 409.0391
13 87.62336 61.49328 39.28985 289.8245 102.672966 209.8166 319.2795
14 79.91521 71.25455 45.07224 284.6609 20.0005936 209.8169 319.2796
15 76.21557 67.63771 47.42914 276.7095 102.672851 209.8158 229.5195
16 64.09325 52.9808 48.37811 267.634 102.671122 294.7233 229.5195
17 89.9263 83.15396 49.82142 283.6053 104.149894 209.8235 229.5196
18 77.6221 69.23096 52.05365 289.3183 102.678782 209.8165 319.2797
19 82.62408 56.64164 53.81971 244.6018 102.676782 210.3567 319.2793
20 98.29669 72.20078 49.54352 285.4132 102.67935 124.9079 316.9586
21 80.11659 65.52001 55.35863 251.9045 102.672524 124.9082 229.5196
22 82.77006 67.57024 52.06893 283.1589 20.0041187 124.908 229.5197
23 63.98913 48.33027 43.79695 238.0019 102.674202 124.9077 228.2998
24 54.70943 55.73865 57.9131 264.2983 102.673096 124.9078 139.7597
Table A3 Water discharge for emission dispatch for system 1.
Hour Q1
(104 m3)
Q2
(104 m3)
Q3
(104 m3)
Q4
(104 m3)
1 9.464123 6.00304925 24.91967061 7.277743
2 8.456537 6.00028216 19.97175996 8.878076
3 8.26498 6.01145206 29.99682077 6.485903
4 6.934711 6.00135185 29.97524141 6.000153
5 6.873523 6.00247553 18.00520785 6.301121
6 8.044129 6.01641549 17.58346517 8.689324
7 8.416863 6.44506165 15.39231857 12.9179
8 9.737099 7.83080638 15.92408559 15.54737
9 9.873999 6.78483614 16.77887685 17.57639
10 9.485558 7.26115746 16.25288611 17.57862
11 9.016418 7.9088977 17.16598132 15.39471
12 10.54497 9.63812445 14.72956817 16.89079
13 9.242651 8.60198658 16.7657942 17.47018
14 9.192813 10.3411456 16.59348921 16.16615
15 7.256796 7.66609769 16.40265169 15.59899
16 8.813549 9.1444789 15.59667366 17.59461
17 10.04534 9.67344323 15.60032501 13.9765
18 7.863933 9.93332598 15.94956784 17.11356
19 7.800547 11.2482133 15.72442789 19.16417
20 8.088764 10.6456016 16.0901709 18.96932
21 6.407425 10.3493637 12.25413721 18.10296
22 5.080174 10.3045403 12.45028818 19.00881
23 5.066821 11.2191959 13.23956266 19.59834
24 5.028281 10.9686972 13.34949382 19.91729
An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 9consuming for the whole search process is. Based on the anal-
ysis, the values of the two control parameters are selected by
experience and the optimal values of them are adjusted by
evaluating the objective function values of total cost and total
emission. Finally, 100 and 15,000 are selected for number of
nests and maximum number of iterations for the two systemsPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2in the paper. In summary, we have successfully implemented
a powerful method for solving a complex problem of
hydrothermal systems. Moreover, the performance of the pro-
posed method has been promoted by our experiences on the
control of parameters including probability of alien eggs to
be abandoned, maximum number of iterations and the number
of nests.
4.2. Test system 1
Test system 1 comprises four cascaded hydropower plants and
three thermal plants whose cost function and emission func-
tion are respectively represented as a nonconvex fuel cost func-
tion and a combined quadratic and exponential function [10].
The schedule horizon time for the system is 24 one-hour subin-
tervals. For implementation of the proposed CBIA, the num-
ber of nests and the maximum number of iterations are
respectively set to 100 and 15,000 for each value of pa ranging
in [0.1,0.9] with a step of 0.1.
Case 1. Economic dispatch (w1 = 1, w2 = 0).
In this case, the hydrothermal scheduling is regarded as a
pure economic load dispatch problem considering only the fuel
cost objective. The summary of the results including minimum
total cost, average total cost, maximum total cost, standard
deviation cost and average computational time obtained by
the proposed CBIA with different values of pa in the range
from 0.1 to 0.9 is given in Table 1. As observed from the table,
the best total emission and the best average cost are obtained
at the same value of pa = 0.5 whereas the best maximum total
cost and standard deviation cost are respectively obtained at
the same value of pa = 0.8. Fig. 2 shows the fuel cost conver-
gence characteristic.inspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Table A4 Hydro and thermal generations for emission dispatch for system 1.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 83.4143589 49.02165 17.33001 148.649 164.297652 169.2153 118.0721099
2 78.3438835 50.16426 39.71969 163.8663 165.453382 168.0498 114.4027307
3 75.4930022 51.3761 0 128.2094 161.161992 167.663 116.096568
4 68.1688475 52.93584 0 117.1567 151.892524 154.6004 105.245673
5 67.7436842 54.50972 31.24965 115.0497 145.820506 151.0684 104.558344
6 75.3981566 55.61422 32.44901 162.8894 168.689611 179.347 125.6125627
7 77.3360081 59.16404 38.41784 218.9928 174.742262 192.8077 188.5393884
8 84.2404569 68.09675 37.36822 259.4593 174.986352 206.5284 179.3204827
9 84.6127272 60.87519 35.05809 289.4164 174.842087 194.6582 250.537396
10 82.7926258 64.66862 35.99014 289.8428 174.9298 200.5669 231.2090803
11 80.8856503 69.66104 33.66246 272.1616 174.920787 210.129 258.5794718
12 89.2725699 80.01147 40.43485 284.594 174.89855 266.6452 214.1433275
13 82.8968127 73.51507 37.07189 288.114 174.955934 218.1026 235.3436898
14 83.1812538 82.28033 39.00299 277.2167 174.974809 215.3153 158.028611
15 71.8375131 66.87972 41.42954 272.5157 174.831068 201.2463 181.2601414
16 82.8218499 76.22528 45.33295 289.9597 174.946806 223.5617 167.1517291
17 89.7764015 78.38594 46.78877 256.6061 174.931879 210.0982 193.4127036
18 76.867619 78.18648 47.41633 286.2514 174.923036 241.6296 214.7254555
19 76.4690877 81.70314 48.71132 300.2328 174.996938 189.2163 198.6704429
20 78.2084655 76.48165 49.38 296.197 168.901271 179.0819 201.7496858
21 65.7244259 73.44113 53.77781 286.991 156.465878 163.4978 110.1019873
22 54.6585953 72.33699 55.62171 290.3943 144.027765 143.8014 99.15926258
23 54.9213406 75.27858 57.60682 290.7068 137.919292 138.2614 95.30573334
24 54.9686561 72.00109 58.58317 288.2633 125.469486 120.4465 80.26773394
Table A5 Water discharge for combined economic emission dispatch for system 1.
Hour Q1 (104 m3) Q2 (104 m3) Q3 (104 m3) Q4 (104 m3)
1 8.488272389 6.00949442 29.99874909 6.267274558
2 8.775159168 6.003147358 29.99157591 6.556115254
3 10.04758065 7.498954135 19.74717272 8.145512156
4 6.635529864 6.002813611 18.85444075 7.646072019
5 7.741761836 6.642431364 18.62044979 8.314202323
6 7.15042226 7.070258005 18.27899066 10.36037361
7 8.281089166 7.369238897 16.84135897 14.53420325
8 8.752098231 8.411067159 17.45670551 10.40507349
9 8.011233738 7.420445793 16.6846888 14.64996663
10 8.419378195 6.953461147 18.25909507 15.41487289
11 7.990255417 8.919698075 15.35376463 17.0618461
12 7.924135174 9.66633694 15.82419436 17.56001026
13 9.760489407 8.625400041 16.25068521 18.24090104
14 9.275234793 7.86392 15.7414186 16.38125837
15 9.172778386 8.738615015 16.44563561 15.40267326
16 9.046821143 7.364655794 18.79779503 18.07908209
17 6.702305833 7.88887024 15.52596991 14.83432624
18 8.935853252 9.825616187 15.81165215 17.57511891
19 6.694602694 10.34677852 11.58725282 16.74669978
20 7.408774418 10.2892495 13.27443882 19.52835033
21 7.329723082 8.04365297 12.02139031 16.47643783
22 7.853332989 10.55146924 11.98796687 17.49336831
23 5.846949345 10.3333623 13.10636433 18.47693584
24 8.75621857 14.16106329 13.18918132 19.9953599
10 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. VoCase 2. Emission dispatch (w1 = 0, w2 = 1/PRm).
The pollutant emission is only considered in objective func-
tion for this case. Therefore, the hydrothermal scheduling is a
pure emission dispatch problem. The obtained results given in
Table 2 indicate that the best solution for minimum, average,
maximum and standard deviation emissions is found at
pa = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the emis-
sion convergence characteristic.Please cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2Case 3. Combined economic and emission dispatch (w1 = 1,
w2 = 1 and PRm).
This case considers the hydrothermal scheduling with two
objectives minimizing both fuel cost and emission. Similar to
Cases 1 and 2, the best optimal solution is searched in the
range of pa from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step size of 0.1. There is a
conflict between the fuel cost and emission of an obtained
optimal solution. Therefore, the results obtained for the caseinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
016.04.003
Table A6 Hydro and thermal generations for combined economic emission dispatch for system 1.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 78.08622 49.06738 0 135.4714 174.961369 124.9045 187.5091
2 80.19381 50.18099 0 136.1565 174.820743 198.9663 139.6816
3 84.74829 61.34711 30.48753 152.1205 106.616596 124.9199 139.76
4 65.6882 52.13787 31.27833 139.566 102.605673 122.5075 136.2165
5 73.48587 58.2377 31.33573 139.4762 102.777464 124.9098 139.7772
6 69.00607 61.83313 32.86378 184.8078 102.803114 209.157 139.5291
7 76.27073 63.74385 37.68143 245.2366 174.984849 209.4113 142.6712
8 78.90296 69.3542 35.70394 208.3257 174.944992 208.6708 234.0973
9 74.61357 62.5589 37.41441 259.3285 174.989722 209.0695 272.0255
10 77.71629 59.84336 31.96937 269.7453 174.973773 209.7236 256.0283
11 75.83666 72.89867 40.1493 285.9278 174.953382 209.7882 240.4459
12 76.44911 76.8779 39.92186 289.497 174.954967 262.2663 230.0329
13 87.64896 70.37003 39.66871 294.3094 174.949065 210.5379 232.5159
14 85.41377 65.54948 41.95848 278.7709 174.967548 209.8021 173.5377
15 85.4976 71.29373 41.81071 272.2279 174.985427 134.6299 229.5547
16 85.17171 63.19529 36.40724 293.4326 174.858762 179.6867 227.2477
17 69.30435 66.82127 46.48924 265.0987 174.946437 209.4763 217.8637
18 85.14287 77.01469 47.10806 288.9682 174.903599 209.386 237.4766
19 69.41376 77.20066 51.6646 280.8965 174.730782 209.7239 206.3698
20 74.872 74.82897 52.64289 300.0627 174.76501 209.7969 163.0315
21 74.09374 61.68859 53.90591 277.7745 174.885824 127.8835 139.7679
22 77.75544 75.13087 55.42357 284.6632 102.66408 124.9084 139.4544
23 62.30247 73.13824 57.33932 289.8874 102.672021 124.9129 139.7476
24 84.20371 84.16879 58.47643 291.9005 102.709913 124.909 53.63168
Table A7 Water discharge for economic dispatch for system
2.
Hour Q1
(104 m3)
Q2
(104 m3)
Q3
(104 m3)
Q4
(104 m3)
1 8.658266 6.790745 22.2853335 6.670599
2 8.095569 8.336752 19.093757 7.907131
3 6.86319 6.043732 19.6575379 8.12218
4 6.125012 6.93462 29.8289939 7.342876
5 8.225406 6.573648 28.8216543 6.581865
6 7.143501 6.502259 17.233802 9.746131
7 7.852918 6.163584 14.8508653 12.11844
8 9.395839 7.430171 16.6783326 12.78284
9 9.378073 8.767105 16.957358 15.59005
10 8.012874 7.823698 17.1886962 17.61748
11 9.956116 7.816372 17.5145696 14.09369
12 9.322669 7.784073 15.871542 16.97444
13 8.821366 9.302548 17.2572665 18.89458
14 7.410579 6.899156 17.6531468 18.20171
15 8.58436 8.034934 15.6355488 14.26963
16 7.929546 10.26854 15.8136303 17.7816
17 6.984836 10.06153 12.6004155 17.77892
18 10.05561 9.76113 13.7216427 17.63873
19 5.961776 9.924529 13.2512617 17.38829
20 8.484769 9.458274 13.8199937 17.35464
21 8.016013 9.152955 12.7820463 17.03873
22 6.964973 8.113938 13.4090842 16.20907
23 6.616167 9.221853 14.445003 14.43199
24 10.14057 14.83385 14.0021313 19.99976
An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 11cannot be reported in the same way with the two cases above.
Table 3 shows fuel cost and emission of ten top solutions with
the corresponding pa.
Table 4 reports the comparison of fuel cost and emission
obtained by the proposed CBIA and other methods avail-
able in the literature. As indicated in the table at columns
2 and 4, the fuel cost and pollutant emission amount respec-
tively corresponding to economic dispatch and emission dis-
patch obtained by the proposed CBIA are much better than
those from all methods. In fact, the second lowest cost from
QPSO-DM [15] and the highest cost from EP-IFS [10] are
respectively $41,682 and $45,063 whereas the minimum cost
from the proposed CBIA is only $41,223. The values have
indicated that the CBIA gets 8.5% and 1.10% cost less than
the worst method and the second best method. Similarly, the
second lowest emission and the highest emission from EP-
IFS [10] and DE [12] are respectively equal to 16,554 lb
and 18,257 lb; meanwhile, it is 16,302 lb obtained by the
proposed CBIA. The comparison has indicated that the pro-
posed CBIA gets 10.7% and 1.5% emission less than DE
and EP-IFS. In addition, the proposed CBIA is also the best
method for the combined economic and emission scheduling
once it not only obtains the lowest cost to generate electric-
ity but also releases the lowest amount of emission to the
air. In terms of computational time, the method is much fas-
ter than EP-IFS [10] and as proximately fast as DE [12] and
PSO [17]. The computational time from other methods is
not reported. EP-IFS [10] and PSO [17] have been respec-
tively run on a Pentium 3 computer and a computer with
1 GB of RAM.
The best solutions including water discharges and power
output of hydrothermal system for the economic dispatch,
emission dispatch, and combined economic and emission dis-
patch are given in Appendix A.Please cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.24.3. Test system 2
Test system 2 consists of three thermal units and four cascaded
hydropower plants scheduled in twenty four one-hour subin-
tervals [14] which have been modified from test system 1 withinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Table A8 Hydro and thermal generations for economic dispatch for system 2.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 79.52503 54.42671 33.8776 140.8071 174.530237 89.694 177.1393
2 76.14507 64.70282 44.14835 152.8788 174.963254 114.2498 152.9119
3 66.34007 49.82223 38.17704 150.1034 176.58456 85.9094 133.0633
4 62.64507 57.62776 0 134.118 174.990562 116.219 104.3996
5 77.74425 56.36348 0 117.1559 174.970248 107.9186 135.8476
6 69.97327 56.65025 35.24843 170.5945 174.990669 152.3314 140.2115
7 74.73063 54.54087 40.84463 204.8802 174.966206 185.7864 214.2511
8 83.74625 62.98668 37.88416 219.016 174.997581 216.4222 214.9472
9 83.52528 70.70292 36.65905 261.0505 174.983498 195.6767 267.4021
10 75.85883 64.7702 35.25818 289.7771 174.992302 138.4969 300.8464
11 87.56445 65.38524 33.90669 259.566 174.985435 219.4332 259.159
12 84.94556 65.83924 38.83772 285.2497 174.988574 238.1149 262.0243
13 82.31557 74.62675 36.12339 298.7823 174.99188 208.4877 234.6724
14 73.70519 59.56778 36.68571 292.1658 174.996087 183.5163 209.3631
15 82.41397 67.91981 43.25421 259.0549 174.973481 168.7927 213.5909
16 78.54956 80.43552 44.32841 291.3388 174.998833 167.0159 223.333
17 71.94159 78.14825 49.2152 289.4746 174.995287 151.3239 234.9012
18 92.04153 74.87432 50.12296 287.9471 174.989977 207.5685 232.4556
19 63.61159 73.33852 51.70458 286.1088 174.982182 199.8926 220.3617
20 82.70891 69.17738 52.76953 284.1597 174.976665 183.2086 202.9993
21 79.22886 66.66868 55.09993 280.2817 174.981661 129.0392 124.7
22 71.493 60.87664 56.15944 269.4774 174.975667 119.0824 107.9354
23 68.89082 67.50484 57.14918 251.9551 174.955822 106.4067 123.1375
24 92.27019 85.98161 58.34427 291.3291 174.993681 47.08119 50
Table A9 Water discharge for emission dispatch for system 2.
Hour Q1
(104 m3)
Q2
(104 m3)
Q3
(104 m3)
Q4
(104 m3)
1 8.742404 6.001314 29.99876 6.013261
2 9.689171 6.002403 29.99704 6
3 7.337834 6.00044 19.74746 6.000848
4 5.850787 6.000228 19.74236 6.000013
5 6.17877 6.001218 17.38068 6.00104
6 7.69697 6.000354 15.88099 7.640943
7 9.119242 6.105819 17.37195 12.68359
8 9.239993 6.808202 17.81196 15.95176
9 9.734075 8.183599 16.77575 17.37494
10 9.578306 8.429378 16.5266 16.60973
11 9.875444 8.799332 17.03745 16.64366
12 10.37895 10.06714 16.88571 18.34757
13 9.794142 9.84955 17.63999 16.39664
14 9.011075 8.505803 18.6235 16.37007
15 8.484301 8.209764 18.04283 17.03716
16 9.0099 9.377439 16.55318 17.62511
17 8.561609 9.685435 16.27733 16.95507
18 9.54132 11.13556 15.80662 19.66333
19 8.869481 10.93216 15.75869 19.98993
20 8.245696 11.51102 15.6286 19.98778
21 5.05317 9.668073 11.92636 19.26113
22 5.005368 9.55675 12.59028 18.736
23 5.00087 10.02373 13.07016 19.35906
24 5.001124 9.145301 13.49797 19.63881
12 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. Vothe changes in the fuel cost characteristic and emission charac-
teristic of thermal units.
To obtain the best solutions for economic dispatch, emis-
sion dispatch, and combined economic emission dispatch the
proposed CBIA is also run fifty independent trials with itsPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2control parameters set to 100 for number of nest, 15,000 for
the maximum number of iterations and nine values in range
[0.1,0.9] with a step size of 0.1 for the probability of alien eggs
to be abandoned. The manners to obtain the best result for
three cases of dispatch for the test system 2 are carried out sim-
ilar to that for the system 1 above. Namely, the best fuel cost
for economic dispatch case and the best emission for emission
dispatch are selected by comparing the minimum values
obtained by each value of pa; meanwhile, the best solution
for the combined economic emission dispatch case is deter-
mined by evaluating a list of ten top solutions containing fuel
cost and emission. Finally, the best results obtained by the
CBIA method for the test system 2 are $94,281.4 for economic
dispatch case at pa = 0.6, 9.5300 ton for emission dispatch
case at pa = 0.7, and $102,057 and 13.3323 ton for the com-
bined economic emission dispatch case at pa = 0.7. Besides,
CBIA method has been run with average time under 100 s
for obtaining the optimal solution for each dispatch case.
Clearly, the period of time is approximated to that for the test
system 1 because the number of nests and the maximum num-
ber of iterations set for the two systems are the same. The
results obtained by the proposed CBIA method and other
methods in study [14] including real-coded genetic algorithm
(RCGA), non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II
(NSGA-II), differential evolution (DE), and multi-objective
differential evolution (MODE) are reported in Table 5. As
observed from the table, the cost for economic dispatch and
the emission for emission dispatch from the proposed CBIA
are respectively 16.5% and 18% less than those from RCGA
and 14.9% and 17.1% less than those from DE. For the com-
bined economic emission dispatch, the CBIA can save 19.8%
the amount of money and reduce 29.7% emission compared
to NSGA-II. Similarly, the CBIA also can save 19.5% the
amount of cost and reduce 24.7% emission compared toinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Table A10 Hydro and thermal generations for emission dispatch for system 2.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 80.00757 49.00933 0 132.0592 141.0536 118.4578 229.412548
2 85.0274 50.18038 0 129.0149 147.6427 121.7029 246.431691
3 69.62407 51.29708 30.48391 125.7428 125.0945 109.0488 188.708933
4 59.96639 52.93342 27.47109 121.6121 115.14 103.0704 169.806614
5 62.84972 54.50659 35.98797 115.8217 116.8172 105.1304 178.886439
6 73.79836 55.50381 39.82771 159.3764 136.3313 116.4495 218.712894
7 82.11492 56.75969 35.56745 236.8066 152.5434 124.2182 261.98974
8 82.39051 61.63815 33.11339 273.4534 157.3304 127.9916 274.082569
9 84.79794 70.53441 35.61754 288.3179 168.1509 133.009 309.572319
10 84.12749 71.89159 36.0677 282.3664 167.5711 133.3136 304.66219
11 86.05926 74.30997 34.45064 281.9594 169.4741 134.3039 319.442843
12 89.08658 81.06476 35.14166 295.3706 174.8983 139.0627 335.375415
13 86.24749 78.862 33.90782 280.1475 171.7632 135.3441 323.727921
14 82.52436 70.64677 32.23202 280.2813 158.2878 128.0824 277.945405
15 80.25393 69.18882 35.93591 285.7382 153.3449 125.164 260.374187
16 83.9875 76.14056 42.48483 290.192 159.9394 128.9322 278.323594
17 81.55378 76.95089 44.75655 284.4045 157.764 127.8307 276.739526
18 87.282 82.00675 46.76681 303.9165 165.5883 132.2037 302.235999
19 83.14607 77.92671 48.00968 304.8207 156.744 127.5406 271.812241
20 78.90094 77.58994 49.2936 302.7984 153.7879 125.4483 262.18095
21 54.09483 67.26509 53.41141 294.8543 128.2148 111.0273 201.132331
22 53.96077 66.26379 55.99309 288.427 115.9739 104.115 175.266386
23 54.30998 68.08214 57.88127 289.195 111.3617 101.3975 167.772482
24 54.71549 62.40811 58.73405 286.9007 98.56092 93.28077 145.400002
Table A11 Water discharge for combined economic emission
dispatch for system 2.
Hour Q1
(104 m3)
Q2
(104 m3)
Q3
(104 m3)
Q4
(104 m3)
1 8.311291 6.687413 23.4457 7.631659
2 8.853871 7.756346 24.90952 11.046791
3 7.569133 6.214464 28.22423 10.156908
4 6.83669 6.045884 29.74085 6.4053519
5 8.143191 6.033536 18.65011 9.4428731
6 6.935066 6.077988 15.17255 12.066209
7 8.387328 7.941405 17.51227 9.1472129
8 8.65084 7.946879 13.71455 10.036246
9 9.612393 9.353567 14.49756 16.110098
10 7.541785 9.43324 15.42096 15.080417
11 8.420228 9.16037 13.79405 17.334754
12 7.483895 6.652197 16.56352 15.727821
13 9.829527 6.806793 15.2205 15.776098
14 7.519889 7.295076 15.36498 14.564666
15 8.17342 7.550056 17.00139 16.094095
16 9.246738 9.149682 14.19302 11.84214
17 7.52541 9.493953 15.46933 15.555541
18 8.907446 10.29982 12.90863 15.108411
19 7.568711 9.763514 15.33545 17.180749
20 7.044384 10.02666 14.75436 17.775935
21 8.331675 8.409357 14.74043 18.78844
22 7.619867 8.003413 12.86691 18.202032
23 6.148706 10.92893 15.3199 17.624982
24 10.33852 14.96947 14.0902 19.994094
An efficient cuckoo bird inspired meta-heuristic algorithm 13MODE. The comparison has revealed that the proposed CBIA
can obtain much better solutions than RCGA, DE, NSGA-II
and MODE. Furthermore, the proposed CBIA is also faster
than these methods. Note that all methods in [14] have beenPlease cite this article in press as: Nguyen TT, Vo DN, An eﬃcient cuckoo bird
hydrothermal scheduling, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2run on a Pentium-IV, 3.0 GHz computer. The optimal solu-
tions for the test system 2 obtained by the CBIA are given in
Appendix A.
5. Conclusions
The paper has presented the application of CBIA method for
solving the short-term combined economic emission
hydrothermal scheduling problem considering nonlinear
hydraulic constraints and nonconvex fuel cost function of ther-
mal units. In order to reduce a huge number of trials for deter-
mining a set of non-dominated solutions and the best
compromise solution for the combined economic emission dis-
patch case, a price penalty factor is employed to convert the
multi-objective problem into single objective one. The CBIA
is a new meta-heuristic algorithm having several advantages
such as few easily selected control parameters, high successful
rate and high solution quality. Among the three control
parameters including number of nests, maximum number of
iterations and the probability of alien eggs discovered, the first
two ones can be easily fixed and the last one has to be tuned for
the best solution. The performance of the proposed CBIA is
evaluated via testing on two systems consisting of four hydro-
power plants and three thermal plants. For the two test sys-
tems, the obtained total cost, total emission and best
compromise solution from the proposed method are much bet-
ter than those from other methods in the literature such as
genetic algorithm, differential evolution and particle swarm
optimization based methods. Moreover, the computational
time from the proposed method is also vastly faster than that
from other methods. The comparisons have indicated that the
proposed CBIA is very efficient for solving the short-term
combined economic emission hydrothermal scheduling prob-
lem with complex objective and constraints. Therefore, theinspired meta-heuristic algorithm for short-term combined economic emission
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Table A12 Hydro and thermal generations for combined economic emission dispatch for system 2.
Hour Ph1 (MW) Ph2 (MW) Ph3 (MW) Ph4 (MW) Ps1 (MW) Ps2 (MW) Ps3 (MW)
1 77.47229 53.73887 27.10189 153.1147 174.4193 133.75986 130.393
2 80.63768 61.34675 11.58138 187.2269 174.9423 146.27711 117.9879
3 71.15581 51.4224 0 168.7789 176.5715 139.19481 92.87658
4 67.82511 51.81438 0 116.1764 174.273 111.41069 128.5004
5 76.72499 53.3331 28.01174 144.598 174.2442 42.887097 150.2009
6 68.03217 54.68435 38.69042 186.7632 174.7953 121.57328 155.4613
7 77.59819 67.54373 33.03377 169.8102 174.8405 154.7191 272.4544
8 79.01767 66.51802 41.67656 197.8076 174.9973 187.70629 262.2766
9 84.26239 73.89518 41.06954 275.6835 174.939 204.0776 236.0727
10 72.3526 73.51073 39.70409 269.131 174.8827 200.20154 250.2173
11 78.91218 71.83248 43.25373 287.8481 174.9607 228.90291 214.2899
12 73.71714 56.59673 39.66904 275.0478 174.8833 194.48555 335.6005
13 88.40109 58.38567 43.70156 273.6246 174.8515 202.55348 268.4822
14 74.72276 62.25119 45.8217 261.7545 174.9587 148.21961 262.2716
15 79.9882 64.8004 43.46599 275.8994 174.9003 148.1391 222.8066
16 87.14308 74.93688 49.84198 233.2175 174.9877 159.57217 280.3007
17 76.01843 76.10981 48.63342 273.5496 174.8739 151.74453 249.0704
18 85.48625 78.60709 51.97078 269.3108 174.9918 180.26602 279.3672
19 76.40077 73.43813 51.32235 286.7555 174.957 148.3374 258.7888
20 72.42728 72.94433 52.85283 291.0356 174.967 147.07777 238.6952
21 81.44387 63.29608 54.14546 294.5187 174.6788 108.94764 132.9695
22 76.37997 61.33437 56.5383 287.2269 174.7338 133.61418 70.17244
23 65.04499 76.63959 56.19595 277.8043 174.9612 76.291267 123.0627
24 93.30011 86.31533 58.33051 290.2583 174.9662 46.829529 50
14 T.T. Nguyen, D.N. Voproposed CBIA can be a powerful method for solving the
short-term combined economic emission hydrothermal
scheduling problem with nonconvex objective functions.Appendix A
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